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Medicare claim management
has never been this simple
Looking for an easier way to manage Medicare claims?
You have the ability to switch.
With Medicare Enterprise from Waystar, you can automate
workflows, maintain compliance and get paid faster and more
fully than ever before. Discover how efficient and transparent
claim workflows can be when all your tools and analytics are
on one unified platform—working in harmony. Between our
seamless implementation process, white-glove client support
and direct, high-speed connection to Medicare FISS, you’ll see
Waystar isn’t just another clearinghouse.

25%–50%
Reduce Medicare
AR days by 25%–50%
in 6 months

OTHER CLEARINGHOUSES
Simple onboarding + user interface, no need to
navigate complicated external FISS interface

Complicated user interface for direct connection to
FISS that’s not fully integrated

Manage all commercial + Medicare claims through
a unified platform

Internal data silos are created by having to log into a
separate platform for Medicare

Proactively helps providers avoid financial penalties
through multiple, on-demand reporting tools

Providers must stay up to date with complicated,
constantly changing Medicare regulations

Track, fix + submit claims in real time
via direct connection to Medicare FISS

Live editing not supported + adjudication cycles
are restarted when claim corrections are resubmitted
extending AR days

No hidden costs or fees, with full transparency
into what you’re paying for

Lack of visibility into contracts + fees

Award-winning customer support

Disappointing customer service

Intuitive, pre-built tracking + reporting

Tracking + reporting must be set up manually

Get in touch.
1-844-6Waystar | waystar.com/medicare
ABO UT WAYSTA R
Waystar simplifies and unifies healthcare payments with innovative, cloud-based technology. Together, our technology, data and
client support streamline workflows and improve financials for our clients, so they can focus on their patients.
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